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11.1 INTRODUCTION

The refractive index is a dimensionless constant determined b the
character and stale of the medium under specified conditions Of temperature
and wackni'th of Ihht. Refractive indices may be ernplo.ed as criteria 01

the identification of materials, as an aid in the structural elucidation of
molecules to deduce molecular parameters and energies. and to detertmr.e
conccnIrtlion or chanies in composition of a system.

When Itcht front optically isotropic mcdi urn (a mcdi u its in hich the
optical properties are the same in all directions) enters another opttcIIl>
isotropic medium, a change in the sclocisy of light occurs. This cIocit)
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canec is aciitpzitied I,s a chaitec III lircctiii tIiiIe',\ tileIii.ht has cicrcc1
per crtclictihtrt\ Iii the boundar) ul the t" U neiiia. I lie rchIt1@flli1) be:ccil
the tiI of iiCRleilCI	 I a h&tt ra y	id the tideof refraction r	 'tcr by
Snells la	 of rd faction

sin I	 7).. (III)
sill '•

hcrc is the rdlractRe index of the first medium and i, is the refractive
index ol the second niediwit. The rcI'rctioil of a light ray for isotropic
media is shown diacrammatically in Fi g . 11.1.

FIGURE 11.1: The fundamental geometric relationship of an isotropic light ray from me-
dium i entering an optically denser medium 2. Both media are optically isotropic.

The refractive indcx of a sin gle medium 77 is the ratio of the velocity of
light in this medium to the velocity of light in a reference medium. Absolute
refractive indices are those which are measuid with reference to the velocity
of light in a vacuum, which is approximately 3 x 10 111 cm sec' for all
electromagnetic radiation. Therefore,

V vRr	 Sin= - =

	

	 (11.2)
sin rm

where	 is the absolute refractive index, 	 is the velocity of light in a
vacqum (i 3 x 10'° cm see-'), mcd is the velocity of light in a given medium,
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sin	 is the sine of the ii:eIe of iiiei&lciicc	 ith the iiormh on thc ph.inc

j ntcrf.tcc bcteeii the tflt' inedi. and Mfl	 is the sine c'!_ the an .-du of

refraction with tile normal.
It is common practice to rcfer the mdcx of refraction of liquids and sollds

to a reference medium of air so that Eq. I 1.21 becomes

1ir	 Sill i.,,,= -	 ..	 (II 'I
1;.,.d

where 15 the refractive index of the medium. The refractive index ol

dry air at 0C. I atm, and a wavelength of 5893 A is 1.000277. Thus the
absolute refractive index may be estimated by multiplying a relative refractive
index such as )i'd by 1.000277.

= 1.000277 'Irei	 (11.4)

In reporting refractive indices the wavelength is commonly designated
by a subscript and the temperature by a superscript. For example, ,j, 25
refers to the temperature of the measurement. 25°C, D refers to the wave-
length of the light used for the measurement, the D line of sodium, 5893 A
(actually a doublet o = 5890 A and D = 5896 A). Other commonly used
wavelengths of measurement are the hydrogen lines, H(c) = 6563 A,

H,(') = 4861 A, and H(c) = 4340 A, and the mercury lines at 5790, 5461.
4358, and 4047 A.

11.2 ORIGIN OF REFRACTIVE INDEX

The index of refraction of a substance has its origin in its tendency to
undergo distortion in an electric field. This tendency, termed "optical
polarizability," is related to the number, charge, and mass of the vibrating
particles in the material, which in turn is determined by the atoms in the
Structure and by the type of electronic bonding. The refractive index is
principally related to the motion of electrons in molecules and therefore
both refraction and absorption of light may be considered to be two different
aspects of the same phenomenon—the interaction of electromagnetic
radiation with valence electrons.

The relationship between refractive index and absorption is illuStraLC(l
in Fig. 11.2. If we select a hypothetical compound which has only One
important absorption band as the wavelength of light changes in the visible
and ultraviolet region of the spectrum, then the refractive index decreases a
the wavelength of the radiation-increases in a region of "normal " dispersion.
and the refractive index increases as the wavelength increases in a region of

: 'anomalo " dispersion. The curve obtained by plotting i7 VS. waVClCn!Zth
is called a dispersion curve" since natural or "white" light of many wave-
lengths is dispersed or refracted to different angles by a given medium.
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A

FIGURE 11.2: TheoreticaL absorption and dispersion curves: p - refractive index, a
absorbancy index, A - wavelength Increasing from left to right from the ultraviolet to the

visible region of the spectrum.

One of the first attempts to empirically correlate wavelength and refractive
index is the Cauchy formula

B C
As

(11.5)
1.

or
(11.6)

1.

where A and B are constants evaluated from data il l and 71 2 at 2, and A..

Thus

(11.7)). 2 	 A2 -
and

B=(ij1—A)/. (11.8)

In a region of normal dispersion the Cauchy formula may be used for a rough
interpolation of refractive index, however serious errors will occur as thn
absorption band is reached. The Cauchy formula is without theoretical
basis.

A inorc satisfactory relationship for normal dispersinn curves, which is
based on classical electromagnetic theory, is the Scllmcier equation

1	 (11.9)

0
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active index. . represents the wavelength of the a h ..orp; iiihere Ijis the refr 
band of" the substance .	 the wavekoeth of mcastircmciit of 	 and A i

a constant :irising from elect romaenel me theor y , which conta im factors
involved with transition probabilities of the absorption band. Another form
of this expression. time Lorenz form, is:

- I =	 (11.10)
+2

Because of the complexit y of Eq. (11.9) and (11.10) graphical methods are
usually used to show the quantitative variation of refractive index stth
wavelength in regions of normal dispersion.

Regions of anomalous dispersion in the dispersion curve are explained
by interaction of the scattered light (oscillating electrons) of the absorption
phenomenon with the ori g inal incident light. It is possible to develop
theoretical relationships between absorption curves and dispersion curves
and to discuss them both qualitatively and quantitatively using classical
electromagnetic theory and modcrn quantum theory. Such a discussion
is beyond the scope of this present chapter.

11.3 REFRACTIVE INDEX AND TEMPERATURE

From the foregoing section it may be understood that the spectral
characteristics of a molecule may be related to the refractive index measure-
ment. This is a factor in the explanation of the temperature dependence of
refractive index. An increase in temperature tends to shift ultraviolet absorp-
tion bands to longer wavelengths, which will lead to an increased refractive
index. Conversely infrared absorption is shifted to shorter wavelengths by an
increase in temperature, which tends to decrease the refractive index.

Other factors which cause the refractive index to be temperature dependent
are changes in density of the sample medium and reference medium as the
temperature changes. If the temperature increases, the light beam will

encounter fewer molecules. per unit volume in passing through a given
medium. Thus a decrease in density of the sample will decrease the absolute
refractive index, whereas a decrease in density of air will increase the relative
refractive index.

In general the refractive index of organic liquids will decrease by a factor
of 4.5 x 10 1 for every centigrade degree of increase in temperature. There-
fore it is necessary to specify the temperature of a refractive index meat.Jre-
ment and to control the temperature atwhich the measurement mc taken to
within ±0.°C for a precision of 1) of I x 10. For even rough qualitative
measurement the temperature should be controlled to within 3°C for an
accuracy of j7 of ±0.002.
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11.4 REFRACTIVE INDEX AND DIE LECTRICCONST NT

At low frequencies the..rcfractive index may be related io the dielectric
constant by electromagnetic theory. If the measurement of refractive index
is made with infrared radiation in &region where the radiation is not absorbed,
then it may be demonstrated that the refractive index 17 is related to the di-
electric constant c by the equation:

(11.11)

This relationship is derived with the assumption that the substance con-
tains no dipoles or that contribution to ' of the permanent dipoles of the
substance is negligible since permanent dipoles of nuclei cannot keep up
with a very rapidly alternating electric field such as that associated with
light waves and only electrons in mole 	 can adjust themselves.

At low frequencie5, long wavelengths4he dielectric constant is a measure
of the total moment of the substance in an electric field. The equation
relating the dielectric constant and the polarization of a substance is:

..z_!!!	 (11.12)
- c+2d

where P, is the polarization per mole, in is the molecular weight, and d is
the density. The total molar polarization may also be expressed by the

following equation:
(11.13)

• (	 3kTI

where N is AvogadrO's number. is the electrical polarizability of the

molecules, a is the moment of the permanent dipoles, k is the Boltzman

constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
The term 4/3N gives the contribution of the induced dipoles to molar

polarization, which is proportional to a, and the term 213kT gives the
contribution corresponding to permanent dipoles.

The contribution of the induced dipoles to the dielectric constant may be
evaluated by a.calculatiofl of the molar rcfraction R:	 -

R	 (11.14)
+ 2 4

A discUSSIc)1% of the signiticanCe and application of the calculation of molar
rcfricC ion Iollos in the next scction.
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11.5 MOLAR REFRACTION

It may be shown that the refractive index is related to the plariiahilotv
a ubstancc through the molar refraction /,,,. Thus

R,"_1!!4/30_.	 f	 ci-I- 2 1	 3 —., in, - r
s'here i\ '0 is the number of atoms per cubic centimeter, e is the electronic
charge. n, is the electron mass,f, is the oscillator strength of an individual
absorption band, a unitless measure of absorption intensity i' is the frequency
of the absorption band, and v is the frequency of the radiation used for
measurement. The equations used in expression (11.15) apply for the steady
state condition in which the electron moves in phase with the electromagnetic
radiation and contributions to molar refraction from any permanent dipoles
are ignored (see previous section).

As a consequence of the final expression in Eq. (11.15), it may he seen
that weak absorption bands which have small oscillator stren gths will make
small contributions to the refractive index at all frequencies not close to the
frequency of the weak band. Nearly all the molar refraction, calculated from
measurement at the sodium D line, of organic compounds that do not have
significant molar extinction coefficients above 200 mu arises from absorption
bands in the far ultraviolet. For example, the molar extinction coellicient
of the carbonyl band of simple aliphatic ketones, m X 15-20 near 290 fl4.has an f, value of 3 x 10' and contributes very little to refractive index
even at measurements made near the absorption maximum. Oscillator
strengths close to unity are found for these substances with molar extinction
coefficients of the order of 10' and 103 at wavelengths below 200 m,u.

As discussed previously, molar refraction is a calculation of the contribu-
tion of the induced dipoles in an electric field to the dielectric constant and
is therefore a calculation of the "polarizability" of the substance. The molar
refraction may be found from the measurement of refractive index using the
Lorenz-Lorentz equation

I m
(11.16)

or it may be estimated by adding up the contributions of individual atoms
or groups of atoms in the molecule. The latter method, the summing of
individual atomic refractivities to give an estimation of molar refractivity,
dbes not always yield results which a,gree with the Lorenz-Lorcntz calcula-
tion. If the electronic structure of the substance under consideration m,
altered by bringing two or more atoms together the mean value of time
frequency of absorption of all effective bands is changed. An example of
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this is the introduction of a carbon-carbon double bond to a system of con-
jugated double bonds or to a system which creates conjugation an thus
delocalization of c1cctrons. In such instances, the calculated molar efrac-
tivity becomes the sum of atomic refractivities plus 'exhalttations" due to

- unsaturation, ring formation, or special groups which may- -be considered
cliromophores in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.

TABLE I I. I Momi Reirseti yities of Some Elements and Structural Unit*
it 20'C (0 [Ina)

C	 2.418	 C—C(doubk bond) 1.733
H	 1.100	 CC(urip1e bond)	 2.398
• (hydroxyl) 1.525	 N in amines
• (carbonyl) 2-211	 primary	 2.322
• (c5er)	 1.64	 secondary	 2.499
• (ether)	 1.643	 tertiary	 2.840
—CH,—	 4.618	 S (mercaptan)	 7.69
Cl	 5.967	 CN	 5.459

Br	 8.865	 C—C. -	 0.71

C

c—c
I	 0,48

c—C

Table 11.1 presents values for the atomic refractivities of some elements
and structural units.

The molar refraction of an organic compound may be calculated from
the observed refractive index using the Lorenz-Lorcntz equation. For exam-
ple in order to calculate the molar refraction of eucalyptol (cincol), CH11O,
the values of the molecular veight, 154.24, the density (d°), 0.9267, and
the observed refractive index 7Jj', 1.4584, are substituted in the Lorenz-
Lorentz equation:

R ,b.	
r(t.4584)2 - 11154.24

= I	 I
L(I.4584)2 + 2.JO.9267

45.45

The molar refraction may al.o be calculated from the values of the atomic
rcIractirities listed in Table ti.:. Using the previous example. eucalyptol, the

= 45.62.

	

10 carbon atoms = 10 x 2.41S	 478

	

IS h .troc i 31orns = IS x 1.100	 19.8

I Li 	 hI)rt Icliter)	 I x I.o43	 1.6437	 3

45.62
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The values in Table 11.1 ma> iha> be used to estinlale the value of iefra
tive mdcx for a eicn structure. For example in order to c:ticulate 	 ie
refractive index of z .pinenc at 20C using the sodium 	 line, the calculated
molar refraction is found using the values from Table I I.

10 x C = 10 x 2,418	 24.18

16 x H	 16 > 1.1130 = 17.6

I x CC	 I x 1.733	 1.733

I x CC	 I x 0.4S = 0.48

t-p.ncnc	 C—C

= 43.99

The value of the calculated molar refraction for i-pinenc. 43.99, the
molecular weight. 136.23, and the density (d°), 08585, are then placed in
the Lorcnz-Lorcntz equation and the refractive index calculated:

43.99
- 1 136.25

=
ij + 2 0.8585

- = 0.27721
,f + 2
172 - 1 = 0.2772712 +0.5544

= 2.1505

= 1.466

The observed refractive index (found experimentally) is 1.4663. The
molar refraction, calculated from the observed refractive index using the
Lorenz-Lorcntz equation, is 43.97.

Since molar refraction is an additive property of substances, the refractive
index of mixtures may be calculated using equations of the following form:

	

R1'-_ = X1 R + X2 R 2 	 (11.17)
and

1 X 1 m 1 + X2m2	 (11.18)
i-f2	 d

where X is the mole fraction, 17 is the refractive index of the mixture, and J
is the density of the mixture.

If the volume does not change when two substances are mixed, it may he
possible to càIculate the approximate refractive index using the following
equation:

77
= 1711 +'7r	 (11.19)

V1 + 2
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where v is volume and 'j is the refractive index. The refractive index, however,
will more often vary linearly with the mole fraction of the components.

The specific refraction r defined by Lorenz and Lorentz is

(l1.20)

Specific refraction like molar refraction is an additive property of substances
and therefore it is possible to calculate the refractivity of a mixture from the
specific refractivity of the components with an equation of the type

C,,,. Ar,. + Br. (11.21)

where C is a mixture of A grams of a and B grams of b with specific refrac-

tivities r, and rb, respectively.

11.6 MEASUREMENT OF REFRACTIVE INDEX

When light passes from a less-dense medium to a more-dense medium,
the angle of refraction is always less than the angle of incidence. As the
angle of incident light is increased, the angle of refracted light will also
increase. The angle of refracted light will reach a maximum as the angle of
incidence approaches 900. If the angle of refraction is increased to a value
at which the angle of incidence is 90°, light no longer enters the denser
medium, no refracted light is possible, and light will be reflected through
the less-dense medium. The value of the angle of refraction where the
incident light approaches 90° incidence (also termed "grazing incidence")
and which separates refracted and reflected light is called the 'critical angle
of refraction." In this limiting instance, since sin 90° = 1, Sncll's law may
be simplified to

(11.22)
sin r

where r, is the critical angle in the denser medium at the wavelength used,
77, is the refractive index of the denser medium, and 71i is the refractive index
of the less-dense medium. The critical angle is characteristic of each substance
and the critical-angle principle is used to measure refractive indices by means
of so-called critical-angle refractometers. If either t, or 71, are known and

the critical angle r, is observed, then the refractive index may be found.
In most critical-angle refractometersj, is the refractive index of the unknon
sample and q, is the known refractive index of a prism-

A typical design of a critical-angle reiractometer (Abbe) is schematically
shown in Fig. 16.3 and a commercial instrument, the Raiiseh & Lomb
"Abbe 3L" refractometer, is pictured in F t ._,. 11.4. A thin larci of liquid is
placed betwcent lie illuminating and refract in g, prisms, which niar he equipped
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it I; %:iier i I L:kc IN t' pr' ide temperature cujitrol. Light ciircr from hclw
by ineait (it .1 reFlectiiie iiiirror.	 lie .in,ile ni ciiicrciicc of' the critic,iI ray
is measured hr cannhiic the upper edi_'c of the r rzlctinc priTii 	 oh a
telescope. Since each as elcn g t h of I itht his a critical anle, as eletiet hs
other than that of the desired invcLength (usuall y the L) liiic ot odiiiiii) are
dispersed by Antici prisms—small direct vision spectroscopes. These corn-
pensatiirc prisms are rotated to obtain a sharp colorless hicht . dark boundary
and the sharp cdge of the boundar y is centered on the cross hairs of' the
telescope. The refractive index of the liquid in terms of monochromatic
sodium light can be obtained directly from a calibrated glass or metal scale.

The accuracy that can be obtained with an instrument of this t y pe is
±0.0001 in i range of 71 from 1.30 to 1.70. Substances which have reiracrive
indices greater than that of the refracting prism of the Abbe refractometer
cannot be measured since total reflection would be the result.

The dispersion of the sample may be estimated with some instruments of
the Abbe type. Dispersion r is calculated from the equation

'7D— 1	
(11.23)

where 'in is the refractive index for the sodium D line, 77 F is the refractive
index for blue hydrogen line (4681 A), and , is the refractive index for
red hydrogen line (6563 A). The values for partial dispersion 71, - 77c may
be obtained from the reading ("Z" value) of the Amici compensator drum
and reference to a table furnished with the instrument. The partial dispersion
and dispersion are sometimes useful for characterization purposes. Another
parameter that has characteristic values for certain classes of compounds
is the specific dispersion a.

	

(5	 v	 77C x 101	 (11.24)

Values found for dispersion, partial dispersion, and specific dispersion
may vary depending on the actual instrument and must be used with caution.

Another type of critical-an g le refractometer is the dipping or immersion
type. Sec Fig. 11.5. This instrument differs from the Abbe type in that it
does not have an illuminating prism and the single refracting prism which is
immersed in the liquid sample is rigidly mounted in the telescope containing
the compensator and the eyepiece. A scale below the eyepiece is moved by
means of a micrometer screw at the top of the instrument until the nearest
division falls on the hight-dar-boundary. Both the scale and the micrometer
are read and the refractive index found reference to a table. The immersion
type ofcriiicl-angle refractometer yields a greater precision than the standard
Abbe refractometer. By the use of ten interchangeable prisms the range of 'i.
1.325 to 1.647, can be read with a precision of ±3 x 10* However this
type of refractometer requires a sample size of 5 to 30 ml. whereas the Abbe
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FIGURE	 .3: (a) Schcmatic diatran or a t ypical critical ray rcfraclorndtdr: (b) enlargcd

%ICW 'I priiiis of rclr.ictomctcr (r.	 critical antic, i = anelc of cmerencc of critical ray):
(c) crtlargcd iw of AOtICI contpcncItor.
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Ib)	 (c)

FIGURE 11.3 (continued)

instrument may require from 0.05 to 0.10 ml. The immersion refractometer
is especially useful for the routine precision analysis of the concentration of
aqueous and alcoholic solutions. -

The most precise measurcrncnts of refractive index are made with instru-
ments using the principle of interference of light waves. in this type of
refractometer parallel rays of white or monochromatic light pass through
matched cells containing the smplc substance and a stadard of known
refractive index. The light then passes a slit at the end of each cell. If the
two light beams are of equal length, they will arrive in phac on a plane
surface perpendicular to the light path and result in a series of bright bands.
At places on the plane surface the two light beams are not the same length
(out of phase) and dark bands are produced. Thus a pattern of interference
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FIGURE 11,4: Bausch & Lomb Abbc 31.. refractometer.

bands is produced. The relative position of the interference bands will
depend on the optical length of the light paths. If the sample has a slightly
greater refractive index than the standard, the optical path of light through
the sample will be increased since the velocity of light through the sample
is decreased. The change in the interference pattern produced by unequal
optical paths is noted visually as a shift in the position of the interference
pattern. The changed intcrlerencc pattern may be matched with a fixed band
pattern by means o1 a variable glass compensator in the sample path. A
differential reading of refractive index A)7 is obtained from the scale of the
compensator micrometer screw. A schematic diagram of a typical Rayleigh
(interference) refractometer is shon in Fir. 11.6.

Interference relractoineters are usually used for the differential measure-
ment ni refractive indice s, over a narrow ranc. The maximum difference

..\ Yj cii at may he tbt ii ned it h liquids is 0.05 units of ij. These measurements
riia' be made itIi .in ulti nate precision of ±2 x lO units of 'i for liquids

and • 3 '< it)	 units of ,; 
1r eases. The intcrferometcr may be used to
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FIGURE 11.5: Bausch & Lomb dipping refractometer.

analyze gases, e.g., CO, in air, in the analysis of dilute solutions and small
changes in the composition of mixtures.

Precision spectrometers may be used to measure refractive index. In these
instruments the material to be measured is formed into a prism, which is
placed at the center of a large, precisely ruled circle of metal. .Monochromatic
energy is focused through a slit and passed through the sample prism. The

Slit Sample	 Variable
compensator

Slit Reference	 Variable
cell	 coepensatcr

FIGURE 11.6: Scbtic diagram or  typical Rayleigh refracomctcr. S = light sourcc:
E — eyepiece.
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angular setting of the displacement of the image of the slit is a measurement
of the index of refraction of the substance at the particular wavelength and
temperature. This type of refractometer can yield good precision, ±I x 10-'
units of , and is most versatile. Waelengths in thc.ul tratvio4et and infrared
regions of the spectrum may be used and there is no limiton the value of i,
since any angle of refraction can be detc?mined. However careful angular
measurement and close temperature control are necessary to obtain precise
measurements and these instruments are not generally suitable for routine
laboratory analyses.	 -

A type of image-displacement refractometer which may be used for a very
rough measurement of refractive index is the Jdlley-Fisher refractometer.
As with the prism-spectrometer type, the sample liquid is formed into a
prism by the beveled edge of a glass slide. The operator looks through this
liquid sample prism at a graduated illuminated scale containing a slit.
The refractive index is read by observing the refracted slit image formed by
the eye focused in the plane of the scale. Using the most yellow part of the
dispersed white light of the slit image, it is possible to estimate a refractive
index within 1:0.002 units of '.

11.7 APPLICATIONS OF REFRACTIVE INDEX
MEASUREMENTS

Refractive index measurements may be used as physical constants for the
identification of substances. For example,- in pharmaceutical analysis
refractive index may be used as a means for the identification and detection
of impurities in volatile oils. The standard Abbe refractometer usually has
sufficient range and precision for the comparison of pharmacopoeial
materials.

Refractometry may be employed 25 a convenient method of measurement
and evaluation of the separation of complex materials by physical means
such as chromatography, distillation, clectrophoresis, and extraction.

Since the more modern development of ultraviolet, infrared, and nuclear
magnetic resonance speçtroscopy and mass spectrometry. refractive index
measurements arc not as important as they once were in qualitatise organic
analysis. However refractometric data may still be of aid. as a nondestructisc
method, in the determination of molecular structure.

The precision and accuracy of quantitative refractometric measurements
depend on the t ype of refractometer used and the Icmperature control.
Often it is necessary to prepare accuratc calibration curts ussne pure corn-
poncnts since rcfrtciie index composition curses arc not :tiv.avs l:icar over
the ran ge (it' concern rations lii he determined. Quantitative rcfrctoincLrv
has been ucd for serum. sugar. fat, oil, and petroleum analyses.
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EXPERIMENTS

El 1.1. Q tialitatVC and quantitative analysis of liquids using the Abbe refraclom-
cter. (.t) Rcad and note the laborator y directions for the i r i trumcni. l)etcr-
mine the rcfracive index of water at a contatit temperature of 20 or 25 C.
Take five readings and determine the average. The refractive index of wdtcr
at 25C. ij.	 1.3325 and at 20C, q', = 1.3330.

(b) Determine the refractive index of a pure liquid obtained from the
instructor. Compare your value with the literature value. Take five readings
in either direction on the Amici compensator. With the value for the
refractive index and the compensator value, calculate the dispersion of the
substance using the dispersion table supplied with the instrument. Using
the reported density of the substance, calculate specific dispersion. Use
your observed value of refractive index to calculate molar refraction from
the Lorenz-Lorentz equation. Calculate the molar refraction from a
table of atomic and group refractivities and compare the result with the
1orenz-Lorentzequation.

(c) Determine the percentage of sucrose in samples of syrup supplied by
the instructor. (If the instrument is not supplied with a sugar scale, a
calibration curve must be constructed with standard solutions of sucrose.)

El1.2. Determination of alcohol content using the Puifrich immersion refractom-
eter. Determine the percentage volume to volume of ethyl alcohol in the
preparation supplied by the instructor according to the procedure of the
British PharmacopOeia, 1968, Appendix XII H, p. 1278.

QUESTIONS
Ql1.1. Define the following terms nd describe how they are applied to the meas-

urement of refractive index:
(a) dispersion
(b) isotropic light
(e) grazing incidence.

Ql 1.2. How may measurements of refractive index be used in quantitative analyses?
Ql1.3. Briefly and qualitatively describe the relationship between the refractive

index and absorption coefficient of a substance.
011.4. Atomic refractivitics of some elements and structural units may be used to

calculate the refractive index of a particular structure. In some inst.triCe5
the calculated refractive index may be quite different from the observed
refractive index. Explain.

PROBLEMS
P11.1. Calculate the molar refraction of triethanolamine;= 1.4852.

- .1242. Compare the rcsultswith the theoretical molar ref rtction c.ihctiljtetl
by a summation of atomic anct'group reIract,vities.

TO

1 > 1 1.2. Calculate the molar refraction of nicotine; 	 L .5820, I	 I .0097.
Compare the result with the theoretical molar refraction calcul.itcd by
Summation of atomic and group refractivitics.
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P11.3. The molar refraction of limonenc (dipentene) C 10 H 1 is 45.25. Calculate
the refractive index if its density is 0.840, using the Lorenz-Lorentzçqua-
tion. Compare the result with the literature value. 	 II

P11.4. What is the composition of a mixture of n-hexane (q,- 1.3751) and
cyckhcxane ('ifl' - 1.4264). -which has a refractive index of 1.3800 at
20C? Assume a linear relationship between mole fraction and refractive
index.

P11.5. Calculate the weight per cent of 50 ml of a mixture of morpholine and
pyn-ote if the density of the mixture is 0,9880 and 1.4920. Pure
pyrrole has a d° of 0.9691 andof 1.5085. Morpholine has a density
of 0.9994 and P110 of 1.4545.
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